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DETECTION. DIAGNOSIS. AND TREATMENT

OF ACCIDENT CONDITIONS USING

RESPONSE TREES

William R. Nelson

EG&G Idaho, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

Response Trees (Reference 1) were developed at the LOFT facility in
1978 and included in the Plant Operating Manual (POM) to assist reactor
operators in selecting emergency procedures. In an emergency situation the
operator would manually gather data and evaluate the trees to select the
appropriate procedures.

As a portion of the LOFT Augmented Operator Capability (AOC) Program,
the response tree methodology has b?en extended so that a computer can be
used to evaluate the trees and recommend an appropriate response for an
accident. Techniques for diagnosing failures within a cooling mode have
also been investigated. This paper summarizes these additions to the
response tree methodology.

RESPONSE TREE METHODOLOGY

A response tree is a pictorial representation of different modes which
may be used to perform a particular function.The trees developed to date
show different cooling modes which may be used to cool the LOFT reactor. A
comprehensive methodology for emergency response using response trees is
being developed at LOFT. The methodology includes:

o Instructions for using response trees to select the correct

cooling mode for a particular accident situation



o Techniques for diagnosing cooling mode malfunctions

o Guidelines for substituting another cooling mode for a disabled
one.

The response trees show potential modes available for cooling the
reactor core. Each cooling mode has five elements: a heat sink, a water
source, a pump, a route, and an injection point. The five elements are
Shown on the various levels of the response tree. Each path from the
bottom of the tree to the top represents a different cooling mode. At the
bottom of each path (cooling mode) is listed a priority number and a
reference to the appropriate procedure^) in the LOFT Plant Operating
Manual.

Response trees have been drawn for systems used at LOFT to cool the
reactor core, including the Primary Coolant System, Secondary Coolant
System, Purification System, and Emergency Core Cooling System. Each tree
includes the individual components (pumps, valves, tanks, heat exchangers)
which make up the different cooling modes. When a component failure
occurs, the tree is evaluated and the cooling mode with the lowest priority
number which utilizes available equipment is selected for implementation.

The failure of certain support systems (electrical power, pneumatic
supply) may cause components of the response tree to be unavailable for
use. These failures can also be _i 1lustrated using the response trees.

DIAGNOSIS OF COOLING MODE STATUS

Of utmost importance to the reactor operator is the performance of the

cooling mode he is utilizing. He must know when the cooling mode

malfunctions and whether he should attempt to restore that cooling mode or

substitute another. Diagnostic tables have been developed showing

malfunctions which can occur within a cooling mode and the symptoms which
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can be used to diagnose the failures. The malfunction of a cooling mode

nay be detected by (1) a degradation of parameters in the reactor vessel,

or (2) indications of failures within the cooling mode itself. The

information contained in the diagnostic tables can be used to monitor

cooling mode performance, detect equipment malfunctions, and decide whether

another cooling mode should be substituted for the disabled one.

OPERATOR DISPLAYS

During 1981 the implementation of response trees on the LOFT
Operational Diagnostics and Display System (ODDS) will begin. A computer
will be used to monitor the status of cooling systems and evaluate the
response trees. Color graphic displays are being developed to show current
system status, probable causes of cooling mode malfunctions, and
recommended actions for correcting the situation.

CONCLUSIONS

The response tree methodology has been extended to include more detail

of system structure, to model the failures of support systems, and to give

guidance in the diagnosis of system malfunctions. This technique will be

implemented at the LOFT facility using a computer and color graphic display

capabilities. These increased capabilities of the response tree technique

could prove valuable in the detection, diagnosis, and treatment of accident

conditions in nuclear reactor facilities.
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